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You are requested to attend a meeting of
the Licensing Sub-Committee
on Friday, 12 June 2020, at 10.30 a.m.
Please note that this meeting will be conducted remotely and in accordance with Section 78
of the Coronavirus Act 2020. Access details will be provided to Committee Members and
relevant speakers prior to the meeting. Members of the public will be able to access a live
broadcast of the meeting here.
For those using an Apple Device to access the meeting, please note that Safari is not
compatible with Microsoft Teams, so you will not be able to watch the meeting using this
web browser. If you wish to watch a virtual meeting on any Apple device (iPad, iPhone or
Mac) you will need to download the Microsoft Teams App from the App Store, then click the
link on the relevant SLDC webpage or Agenda and follow the instructions on screen.
Agendas are divided into two parts, with Part I items being considered in the presence of
the press and public. Part II Items, if any, will be considered in the absence of the press and
public for the reasons indicated on the Agenda and relevant reports.
It should be noted that discussions held in Part I are recorded and that the recordings are
uploaded to the Council’s Website.

Committee Membership
Councillors
Kevin Holmes
Helen Ladhams
David Webster
Andrew Jarvis (Substitute)
Note – Where relevant, agendas for Members are labelled “Private Document Pack” and
contain exempt information within the papers. Any relevant pages are marked as restricted
within Agendas labelled “Public Document Pack”.
Wednesday, 3 June 2020
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Committee Services
Telephone:
01539 733333
e-mail:
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For all Licensing enquiries, please contact:Licensing Officer:
Patrick Cantley
Telephone:
01539 733333
e-mail:
licensing@southlakeland.gov.uk

AGENDA

Page Nos.
PART I

1

ELECTION OF CHAIRMAN
To elect a Chairman for the meeting.

2

APOLOGIES AND RECONSTITUTION OF MEMBERSHIP
To receive apologies for absence, if any, and to report any arising changes to
membership.

3

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
To receive declarations by Members of interests in respect of items on this
Agenda.
Members are reminded that, in accordance with the revised Code of Conduct,
they are required to declare any disclosable pecuniary interests or other
registrable interests which have not already been declared in the Council’s
Register of Interests. (It is a criminal offence not to declare a disclosable
pecuniary interest either in the Register or at the meeting.)
Members may, however, also decide, in the interests of clarity and
transparency, to declare at this point in the meeting, any such disclosable
pecuniary interests which they have already declared in the Register, as well as
any other registrable or other interests.
If a Member requires advice on any item involving a possible declaration of
interest which could affect his/her ability to speak and/or vote, he/she is advised
to contact the Monitoring Officer at least 24 hours in advance of the meeting.

4

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT 1972 - EXCLUDED ITEMS
To consider whether the items, if any, in Part II of the Agenda should be
considered in the presence of the press and public.

5

PROCEDURE FOR MEETING
The Chairman will read out the procedure for the meeting.

6

APPLICATION FOR GRANT OF A PREMISES LICENCE - GIGGLING
GOOSE, THE OLD MILL, NORTH RD, AMBLESIDE
To consider an application for a premises licence.

PART II
Private Section (exempt reasons under Schedule 12A of the Local
Government Act 1972, as amended by the Local Government (Access to
Information) (Variation) Order 2006, specified by way of paragraph
number)
There are no items in this Part of the Agenda.
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Item No.6
South Lakeland District Council
Licensing Sub-Committee
Friday, 12 June 2020
Licensing Act 2003 - Application for the grant of a
premises licence

Portfolio:

Cllr Robin Ashcroft - Economy, Culture and Leisure Portfolio Holder

Report from:

Simon Rowley – Director of Customer and Commercial Services

Report Author:

Patrick Cantley – Specialist (Licensing)

Wards:

Ambleside & Grasmere;

Forward Plan:

Not applicable

1.0

Expected Outcome

1.1

The purpose of this report is to enable members to determine whether or not to grant
the application for a premises licence in respect of The Giggling Goose, North Road,
Ambleside having taken in to account two relevant representations submitted by
interested parties.

2.0

Recommendation

2.1

Members are requested to consider the representations that have been made,
and determine whether or not to grant the application for a premises licence,
with or without conditions.

2.2

Subsection 1.17 of guidance issued under section 182 of the Licensing Act 2003
states” each application must be considered on its own merits and in accordance with
the licensing authority’s statement of licensing policy; for example, if the application
falls within the scope of a cumulative impact policy. Conditions attached to licences
and certificates must be tailored to the individual type, location and characteristics of
the premises and events concerned. This is essential to avoid the imposition of
disproportionate and overly burdensome conditions on premises where there is no
need for such conditions. Standardised conditions should be avoided and indeed may
be unlawful where they cannot be shown to be appropriate for the promotion of the
licensing objectives in an individual case”.

3.0

Background and Proposals

3.1

On 9th March 2020 an application for the grant of a premises licence, under the
Licensing Act 2003, for The Giggling Goose, North Road, Ambleside was received
from Mike Nickson of Inn Confidence, the agent of the applicant, on behalf of the
applicant, Mr Philip Henderson. The premises is situated in close proximity to
Ambleside Town Centre and shown for identification purposes only on a plan at
Appendix C. The application (Appendix A) seeks authorisation for the following –
Supply of alcohol (on and off the premises) Monday to Sunday from 11.00 hours to
23.00 hours and on New Year’s Eve from 11.00 hours to 01.00 hours on New Year’s
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Day. Live Music, Recorded Music & Late Night Refreshment (Indoors) on New Year’s
Eve from 23.00 hours to 01.00 hours on New Year’s Day. A number of conditions have
also been offered by the applicant to support them in promoting the four licensing
objectives and are included in Appendix D.
4.0

Consultation

4.1

A copy of the application has been served on all responsible authorities.
None of the responsible authorities have submitted a relevant representation.

4.2

The applicant advertised the application in a local newspaper within the first 10 working
days of consultation as required by legislation. They also displayed a ‘blue notice’ at
the premises from the first day of the consultation period.

4.3

There are two representations to consider in respect of this application and they have
been brought to the attention of the applicant. The representations are concerned that
the possible effect of granting the licence would undermine the licensing objectives of
‘Public safety’, ‘Prevention of crime and disorder’ and ‘Prevention of public nuisance’.
Copies of the representations can be found at Appendix ‘B’ of this report.

4.4

Members may wish to refer to the legal information within this report as well as the
additional measures and revised premises plan outlined within an email at Appendix
‘D’ of this report.

5.0

Alternative Options

5.1

The Licensing Sub-Committee may




Grant the licence as requested
Refuse to grant the licence or;
Grant the licence with modified conditions.

6.0

Links to Council Priorities

6.1

Working together to make South Lakeland the best place to live, work and explore.

7.0

Implications

Financial, Resources and Procurement
7.1

There are no financial implications.

Human Resources
7.2

There are no issues in this respect.

Legal
7.3

Licensing Act 2003 section 18(3) states that where relevant representations are made,
the Licensing Authority must –
(a) Hold a hearing to consider them, unless the authority, the applicant and each
person who has made such representations agree that a hearing is unnecessary, and
(b) Having regard to the representations, take such of the steps mentioned in
subsection (4) (if any) as it considers necessary for the promotion of the licensing
objectives.
The relevant steps in subsection 4 are:
(a) to grant the licence;
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(b) to exclude from the scope of the licence any of the licensable activities to which the
application relates;
(c) to refuse to specify a person in the licence as the premises supervisor
(d) to reject the application.
and for the purpose of subsection (4)(a)(i) the conditions of the licence mentioned in
subsection 2(a) are modified if any of them is altered or omitted or any new condition
is added.
7.3.1

Members’ attention is drawn to the following sections of the Section 182 Guidance to
the Licensing Act 2003, which states:
“2.1 Licensing authorities should look to the police as the main source of advice on
crime and disorder. They should also seek to involve the local Community Safety
Partnership (CSP).
2.15 The 2003 Act enables licensing authorities and responsible authorities, through
representations, to consider what constitutes public nuisance and what is appropriate
to prevent it in terms of conditions attached to specific premises licences and club
premises certificates. It is therefore important that in considering the promotion of this
licensing objective, licensing authorities and responsible authorities focus on the effect
of the licensable activities at the specific premises on persons living and working
(including those carrying on business) in the area around the premises which may be
disproportionate and unreasonable. The issues will mainly concern noise nuisance,
light pollution, noxious smells and litter.
2.16 Public nuisance is given a statutory meaning in many pieces of legislation. It is
however not narrowly defined in the 2003 Act and retains its broad common law
meaning. It may include in appropriate circumstances the reduction of the living and
working amenity and environment of other persons living and working in the area of
the licensed premises. Public nuisance may also arise as a result of the adverse effects
of artificial light, dust, odour and insects or where its effect is prejudicial to health.
2.17 Conditions relating to noise nuisance will usually concern steps appropriate to
control the levels of noise emanating from premises. This might be achieved by a
simple measure such as ensuring that doors and windows are kept closed after a
particular time, or persons are not permitted in garden areas of the premises after a
certain time. More sophisticated measures like the installation of acoustic curtains or
rubber speaker mounts to mitigate sound escape from the premises may be
appropriate. However, conditions in relation to live or recorded music may not be
enforceable in circumstances where the entertainment activity itself is not licensable
(see chapter 16). Any conditions appropriate to promote the prevention of public
nuisance should be tailored to the type, nature and characteristics of the specific
premises and its licensable activities. Licensing authorities should avoid inappropriate
or disproportionate measures that could deter events that are valuable to the
community, such as live music. Noise limiters, for example, are expensive to purchase
and install and are likely to be a considerable burden for smaller venues.
2.21 Beyond the immediate area surrounding the premises, these are matters for the
personal responsibility of individuals under the law. An individual who engages in
antisocial behaviour is accountable in their own right. However, it would be perfectly
reasonable for a licensing authority to impose a condition, following relevant
representations, that requires the licence holder or club to place signs at the exits from
the building encouraging patrons to be quiet until they leave the area, or that, if they
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wish to smoke, to do so at designated places on the premises instead of outside, and
to respect the rights of people living nearby to a peaceful night.
8.35 Applicants will want to consider whether they might want to use a garden or other
outdoor space as a location from which alcohol will be consumed. The sale of alcohol
is to be treated as taking place where the alcohol is appropriated to the contract. In
scenarios where drink orders are taken by a member of staff in the garden or outdoor
space and the member of staff then collects the drinks from the licensed premises and
returns to deliver them to the customer this would be treated as an off-sale and any
conditions that relate to off-sales would apply.
8.36 In such cases it will be not necessary to include the garden or other outdoor space
on the plan as part of the area covered by the premises licence. However, it will be
necessary for the applicant to include the garden or other outdoor space on the plan
as part of the area covered by the premises licence if the intention is to provide a
service whereby drinks are available for sale and consumption directly from that area
(i.e. the provision of on-sales). This would apply in the case of an outdoor bar or a
service whereby a member of staff who is in the garden or outdoor space carries with
them drinks that are available for sale (without the need for the staff member to return
to the licensed premises to collect them).
8.37 If the beer garden or other outdoor area is to be used for the consumption of offsales only, there is no requirement to show it on the plan of the premises, but the
prescribed application form requires the applicant to provide a description of where the
place is and its proximity to the premises.
9.42 Licensing authorities are best placed to determine what actions are appropriate
for the promotion of the licensing objectives in their areas. All licensing determinations
should be considered on a case-by-case basis. They should take into account any
representations or objections that have been received from responsible authorities or
other persons, and representations made by the applicant or premises user as the
case may be.
9.43 The authority’s determination should be evidence-based, justified as being
appropriate for the promotion of the licensing objectives and proportionate to what it is
intended to achieve.
10.8 The licensing authority may not impose any conditions unless its discretion has
been exercised following receipt of relevant representations and it is satisfied as a
result of a hearing (unless all parties agree a hearing is not necessary) that it is
appropriate to impose conditions to promote one or more of the four licensing
objectives. In order to promote the crime prevention licensing objective conditions may
be included that are aimed at preventing illegal working in licensed premises. This
provision also applies to minor variations.
16.36 Any existing licence conditions (or conditions added on a determination of an
application for a premises licence or club premises certificate) which relate to live
music or recorded music remain in place, but are suspended between the hours of
08.00 and 23.00 on the same day where the following conditions are met:
• at the time of the music entertainment, the premises are open for the purposes of
being used for the sale or supply of alcohol for consumption on the premises;
• if the music is amplified, it takes place before an audience of no more than 500
people; and
• the music takes place between 08.00 and 23.00 on the same day.
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16.37 Whether a licence condition relates to live or recorded music will be a matter of
fact in each case. In some instances, it will be obvious that a condition relates to music
and will be suspended, for example “during performances of live music all doors and
windows must remain closed”. In other instances, it might not be so obvious: for
example, a condition stating “during performances of regulated entertainment all doors
and windows must remain closed” would be suspended insofar as it relates to music
between 08.00 and 23.00 on the same day to an audience of up to 500, but the
condition would continue to apply if there was regulated entertainment after 23.00.
16.38 More general licence conditions (e.g. those relating to overall management of
potential noise nuisance) that are not specifically related to the provision of
entertainment (e.g. signage asking patrons to leave quietly) will continue to have effect.
16.39 Chapter 9 of this Guidance sets out how a licensing authority must determine
applications for a new licence or to vary an existing premises licence. Licence
conditions imposed, in accordance with paragraphs 9.41 to 9.43, for live or recorded
music activities will only apply if the activity meets the criteria of having more than 500
people present, and/or the activities are taking place between 23.00 and 08.00.
16.40 These conditions will, in effect, be suspended between 08.00 and 23.00 if a
performance of live music or the playing of recorded music takes place before an
audience of 500 people or fewer, but will remain on the face of the licence for when
these activities may take place under other circumstances.
16.42 Beer gardens are often included as part of a premises licence or club premises
certificate. Live amplified music that takes place in a beer garden is exempt from
licensing requirements, provided the beer garden is included in the licence or certificate
applying to the relevant licensed premises, and the performance takes place between
08.00 and 23.00 on the same day before an audience of 500 people or fewer.
16.43 Where a beer garden does not form part of the relevant licensed premises and
so is not included in plans attached to a premises licence or club premises certificate,
it is nevertheless very likely that it will be a workplace67. Paragraph 12B of Schedule
1 to the 2003 Act says that a performance of live music in a workplace that does not
have a licence (except to provide late night refreshment) is not regulated entertainment
if it takes place between 08.00 and 23.00 on the same day in front of an audience of
no more than 500 people. Note that the exemption in paragraph 12B does not apply to
the playing of recorded music.”
16.52 If appropriate for the promotion of the licensing objectives, and if there is a link
to remaining licensable activities, conditions that relate to non-licensable activities can
be added to or altered on that premises licence or club premises certificate at review
following problems occurring at the premises. This has been a feature of licence
conditions since the 2003 Act came into force. A relevant example could be the use of
conditions relating to large screen broadcasts of certain sporting events which,
combined with alcohol consumption, could create a genuine risk to the promotion of
the licensing objectives. It is also not uncommon for licence conditions relating to the
sale of alcohol to restrict access to outside areas, such as unlicensed beer gardens,
after a certain time.”
Health, Social, Economic and Environmental
7.4

Have you completed a Health, Social, Economic and Environmental Impact
Assessment?
No
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7.5

If you have not completed an Impact Assessment, please explain your reasons:
No assessment has been completed as the hearing is in line with legislative guidance,
the impact of which has deemed as having a neutral impact.

7.6

Summary of health, social, economic and environmental impacts:
N/A

Equality and Diversity
7.7

Have you completed an Equality Impact Analysis?
No

7.8

If you have not completed an Impact Assessment, please explain your reasons:
No assessment has been completed as the hearing is in line with legislative guidance,
the impact of which has deemed as having a neutral impact.

7.9

Summary of equality and diversity impacts:

Risk
Risk

Consequence

Controls required

Should members be minded not
to grant this application, their
decisions may be overturned on
appeal to the Magistrates Court.

Costs awarded against the
Council should the appeal
be upheld.

Members made aware that
the applicant has a right of
appeal.

Contact Officers
Report Author – Patrick Cantley, Licensing Officer, tel: 01539 793423, email:
p.cantley@southlakeland.gov.uk.
Appendices Attached to this Report
(delete if no appendices attached)
Appendix No.

Name of Appendix

A

Completed Application

B

Relevant representation from interested party

C

Map overview of Ambleside town centre

D

Additional measures and revised plan

Background Documents Available
Name of Background document

Where it is available

Licensing Act 2003

https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2003/17/content
s

Revised Guidance issued under
section 182 of the Licensing Act
2003

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/explanat
ory-memorandum-revised-guidance-issued-under-s182-of-licensing-act-2003

SLDC Statement of Licensing
Policy

https://www.southlakeland.gov.uk/media/5689/sldcstatement-of-licensing-policy.pdf

Tracking Information
Signed off by
Legal Services

Date sent
13.05.2020
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Date Signed off
21.05.2020

Signed off by
Section 151 Officer
Monitoring Officer
CMT

Date sent
13.05.2020
13.05.2020
13.05.2020

Circulated to
Lead Specialist
Human Resources Lead Specialist
Communications Team
Leader
Committee Chairman
Portfolio Holder
Ward Councillor(s)
Committee
Executive (Cabinet)
Council

Date sent
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
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Date Signed off
20.05.2020
20.05.2020
19.05.2020
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Appendix B - Relevant Representation
1 Stock Terrace
Ambleside
Cumbria
LA22 9DY
Tel: 07813 324508
E-mail: jackie@taranaki.plus.com
2nd April 2020
The Licensing Manager
Licensing Section
South Lakeland District Council
South Lakeland House
Lowther Street
Kendal
LA9 4UQ
Re: The Giggling Goose, North Road, Ambleside
Dear Sirs
I am writing to express my concern at the Licence Application displayed at The Giggling
Goose, North Road, Ambleside. The premises are currently operating as a café which I
have no problem with.
My concerns are:
1) As far as I’m aware there is only one toilet in the premises, this is outside the café
in a yard where there are several residential properties. I am concerned that this
could lead to gatherings in the yard while waiting to use the toilet which would
generate an unacceptable level of noise outside. There is also the possibility that
male customers may get fed up of waiting to use the toilet and decide to use the
yard instead.
2) Which entrance are the proprietors planning to use? If the entrance to the yard is
to be kept open (which it will have to be if the outside toilet is used), the yard
could well become a thoroughfare for customers coming and going, this could
again lead to unacceptable noise and there is also the possibility of damage being
caused to residents cars. My bedroom looks out on to the yard and is on the
ground floor. As a middle aged lady living on my own I would feel quite intimidated
by groups of drunken youths congregating outside my bedroom window.
3) The yard provides parking for the residents of Stock Terrace, The Giggling Goose
and Ambleside Opticians. Parking is very restricted and we often have to block
each other in but on the whole it works as the commercial properties are only
used during the day when residents are out at work. There could be problems if
staff are going to be parking there later in the evening, I will not be happy if I have
to go out and move my car late at night.
4) I also have concerns about live music taking place, again because of the noise
levels.
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5) There are currently several tables for outside seating on the riverbank, is this area
to become a beer garden? I understand this building is in the Ambleside
Conservation area, are live music and beer gardens really in keeping with the
aims of the conservation area?
6) There are already plenty of bars and pubs in Ambleside, including two within 50
yards of the Giggling Goose, do we really need another? All tastes are catered for
and there are only so many customers to go round
I hope that you will give my concerns some attention, this is a lovely quiet area of
Ambleside and I for one would like it to remain that way. The two pubs in the area are in
keeping with the area and cause no problems. There are plenty of livelier bars in the
town centre already and another is not needed.
Yours faithfully

Jackie Kingdom
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Appendix B - Relevant Representation
REPRESENTATION APPLICATION
Made by: Uzma Ahmed, owner of Ambleside Opticians/Resident of 3 Stock Terrace
Representation Related To: The Giggling Goose Café License Application

History & Background Overview [please refer to attached drawing- not to scale]
The Old Mill is a beautiful 15th century corn mill situated on North Road, which sits alongside
Stock Ghyll beck within extensive gardens facing Rydal Road, Ambleside.
The entire premises are rented out by one landlord as a combination of adjoining
commercial and residential units. Three businesses, i.e. Ambleside opticians, the Giggling
Goose Café and Iris Thai Massage comprise the commercial aspect, whilst 4 tenants
comprise the residential aspect.
Due to the convoluted and intricate manner that the building has been divided, entrances
and accesses are currently shared in a complex and unique manner based on mutual
understanding amongst the businesses and residents alike – some accesses are shared by
the businesses alone, some by the residents alone, however, some are shared by both
business and residential parties depending on time of day. For example, the residents use
the passageway via entrance 2 to access North Road during business hours of Ambleside
Opticians. This entrance is used primarily by the optician’s patrons and staff.
I am the owner of Ambleside Opticians, and we have built a reputation over ten years for
being a clinically minded practice, working closely with the local Bay Hospital eye
departments as well as our local medical surgeries.
Our premises joins the Giggling Goose café as shown in the diagram. I also rent 3 Stock
Terrace which is literally 10m from my work premises. I have rented the business premises
for 10 years, and the residential for approximately 5 years.
My husband and I carried out an extensive external and internal restoration of our business
premises over a 12-15 months period for which we received the Civic Trust award. We take
a lot of care and pride for our privilege of living and working from this beautiful location.
The Giggling Goose café business was bought by the current owner in late 2019. Prior to
this, the previous owners lived in our current house and opened the café Mon-Sun, 10.004.30pm. There was never any late-night opening. We had a very good relationship and
understanding with the previous owners.
The 3 main entrances are labelled 1, 2, and 3.
Entrance1 at North Road (rear entrance): shared by all 3 businesses during their respective
business hours. This is also the primary entrance for the optician. This entrance is also used
by the residential tenants during business hours when the doors are open.
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Entrance 2 is used primarily by Ambleside opticians and kept locked when we close business
between 5.30-6.00pm.
Entrance 3 at the Rydal Road, and the garden path is used primarily by Ambleside Opticians
and Giggling Goose, leading to our respective premises. Residential tenants access Rydal
Road through the garden as shown.
Ambleside Opticians and Giggling Goose now also share an outside toilet used by staff and
customers, accessed from their respective properties as shown on the diagram. This toilet
was originally renovated and used primarily by Ambleside Opticians. The Goose used an
internal toilet until this broke, upon which they sought permission to share the outside
facility. We came to a mutual agreement that because we had carried out the complete
renovation, they would see to the cleaning and hygiene of the facility as they had a far
greater proportion of customers using the toilet.
The car parking area is solely for the use of the residential tenants and not the business
owners or their staff, with exception for us, as we both live and work here.
Ambleside is a safe and peaceful village, which is one of the main points of attraction for me
as a business owner and resident. My husband works away from home and I am on my own
for long periods. I have had the luxury of living beside my place of work, and I frequently
work late nights at the business premises. I have always felt extremely safe going from one
premises to the other, even very late night. It is a very quiet, peaceful and secluded area
where the residents keep themselves to themselves.
The basis of our objection to the alcohol license into the late hours of the night are set out
below:

Public Safety
This is a great concern, both with regards to physical safety, as well as mental and emotional
well-being, arising from an inevitable increase in the number of unknown patrons of the
Giggling Goose who would be loitering at various points of the premises late into the night.
There are concerns that patrons would loiter in groups at entrance 1 (North Road) to smoke
etc. An identical problem would arise around the outside toilet area where they would
queue to use the facilities, as well as taking the opportunity to smoke in this area. They may
potentially loiter in the car parking area, and this would make us all feel very unsafe not
knowing who may be around should we need to access our vehicles or any entrances.
I would be forced to pass congregations of people when either going between my two
premises, or when I use the North Road entrance 1 to go shopping etc, particularly later in
the evening or at night which is a very common pattern for me. The area around the car
park is not very well lit, and whilst this is not a problem at all now, I would be very worried if
there are strangers frequenting an area that we presently feel very safe using.
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All the above-mentioned entrances and areas are currently quiet, safe and people-free
which allows me and the residents to use these at any time of the day or night in absolute
confidence for our safety. The gathering of strangers, some of whom would be intoxicated,
or rowdy, would be a huge violation of this fundamental right to feel safe, physically and
mentally.

Prevention of crime and disorder
I, as a business owner, feel very concerned about the safety of my premises. We have
invested a huge amount of money in the renovation of our part of the premises, more than
anyone else. Ambleside Opticians comprise the main building premises, as well as the small
unit at the North Road entrance which was undergoing the next phase of renovations.
Both premises have large glass windows and doors which may viewed as easy targets for
break-ins. We stock luxury brands of eyewear and have extensive equipment including
hospital type eye scans worth tens of thousands, and I am very worried about the increased
risks of criminal activity posed by people gathering around our entrance points.
Currently, during busy daytime periods, there are often long queues of people waiting to
use the outside toilet facilities. Whilst waiting, they often approach our windows and doors,
sit on our window ledges, smoke and loiter. This situation would be many times worse,
particularly as there would be no physical supervision of our premises after work hours.
We are also concerned about probable rowdy behaviour, and fights breaking out under the
influence of drinks. There are a number of single females resident who would feel unsafe,
even from within the safety of their homes.

Prevention of Public Nuisance
It would simply be a factual statement if I said that we treat these premises as if we owned
them. I feel privileged to work at such beautiful premises and dedicate a lot of time and
finances in the upkeep of as much of the property as we can, even if it falls outside of
personal gain.
It is also simply factual that currently, all shared areas are dirty and littered, cleaned and
cleared predominantly by us. The toilet is kept dirty and unhygienic despite the
understanding that the onus would be on the café based on the agreement to share as
outlined above.
I am unsure if anyone else would be as concerned (sadly), however, I feel anxious and
alarmed at the thought of the premises becoming littered with cigarette butts, alcohol
glasses, broken glass, food packets and such like. I am also concerned about the toilet being
left in dirty, unhygienic conditions which they often are. There have been very recent
incidents where the facility was left in an unfit condition by café users. There was very little
done to remedy this despite complaints. I believe the situation will only escalate.
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I am also concerned about additional food/waste disposal. There have been several
incidents where the café staff have left bin bags on the floor or have thrown the bin bags in
our bin when their bins have become full. Other rubbish has been left against the wall
despite requests to remove this as it is a magnet for rats. It is also highly unsightly from our
main window which looks on to this area. (Rubbish is lying there whilst I write)
We have concerns about the increase in noise levels both from people as well as live
entertainment, along with unsavoury behaviour which is inevitable under the influence of
drink, and this will breach the peace and tranquillity of this area which we so enjoy. These
premises have no sound proofing and it will disturb the peace of residents.
I am extremely concerned about the prospects of late night opening hours and an alcohol
license being granted to the Giggling Goose Cafe. I feel our collective safety, peace of mind,
and daily gratitude of residing in this safe, peaceful and beautiful haven is going to be
shattered. I feel worried and anxious thinking about the problems this will bring for myself
and the rest of the people who very amicably share this property.
I cannot think of a single suggestion for conditions which may help remedy this
representation which I make today. I am deeply saddened and worried by it all.
I myself am a business owner and it is natural to want to be successful. However, success
comes in many different forms, and if we allow financial gains to become our most
important barometer for success, we will lose both desire and a sense of duty to treat this
wonderful premises, and the people who have been residing in it, in the manner deserved.
Thank you for considering my representation.

Uzma Ahmed
Owner, Ambleside Opticians
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Appendix C – Location of Premises
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Appendix D - Additional measures
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Cantley, Patrick
Moffatt, Adam
Appendix D
12 May 2020 15:15:50
The Giggling Goose Floor Plans rev 2.pdf

Hi Adam,
Is there a way to convert this email chain and the attachment to one pdf?
From: Cantley, Patrick
Sent: 21 April 2020 12:13
To: 'Mike Nickson'
Subject: RE: Guidance on Licensing Objectives - Representations

Hi Mike,
I have heard nothing despite best efforts.
Legal Services have confirmed 4th June 2020 as date to hold hearing so I will follow this
email up with a formal one outlining the decision.
Kind regards,
Patrick
From: Mike Nickson
Sent: 20 April 2020 18:06
To: Cantley, Patrick
Cc:
Subject: RE: Guidance on Licensing Objectives - Representations
Hi Patrick
Do you have any news for us please?
Regards. Mike
From: Cantley, Patrick
Sent: 14 April 2020 09:18
To: 'Mike Nickson'
Subject: RE: Guidance on Licensing Objectives - Representations

Good morning Mike,
I hope you managed to make the most of the weekend despite continued lockdown.
Thank you for both of your emails. I am still waiting to hear from the other party and
have chased that up this morning.
Please also note I have set wheels in motion for a hearing to be held but our legal team
have immediately advised they intend to extend the period of time in which the hearing
can be held due so that the remote setup can be properly put in place.
Kind regards,
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Patrick
From: Mike Nickson
Sent: 09 April 2020 15:54
To: Cantley, Patrick
Subject: RE: Guidance on Licensing Objectives - Representations
Phil is happy to accept and adopt all of your suggested changes.
Cheers!
Mike
From: Cantley, Patrick
Sent: 09 April 2020 13:30
To: 'Mike Nickson'
Subject: RE: Guidance on Licensing Objectives - Representations

We can do yes. Happy for it to be etched and resubmitted as and when tbh.
Kr,
Patrick
From: Mike Nickson
Sent: 09 April 2020 13:29
To: Cantley, Patrick
Subject: RE: Guidance on Licensing Objectives - Representations
Thanks Patrick .. I will come back to you. Do we need to amend the plans to show the designated
smoking area?
M
From: Cantley, Patrick
Sent: 09 April 2020 13:12
To: 'Mike Nickson'
Subject: FW: Guidance on Licensing Objectives - Representations

Dear Mike,
Thank you for your time on the phone. Please see suggested conditions in red below.
Please let me know whether they are acceptable to incorporate in to the licence as soon
as practicable so I can liaise with the concerned party.
Kind regards,
Patrick

Good afternoon Mrs Ahmed,
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Many thanks for your time on the telephone just now. As discussed please see as
follows –
Proposed licence times –
Live and Recorded Music (Indoors) New Year’s Eve 23:00 to New Year’s Day 01:00.
Late Night Refreshment (Indoors) same timings
Sale of Alcohol Monday to Sunday as 11:00 - 23:00 + NYE to NYD 23:00 to 01:00.
Consumption of alcohol on and off the premises.
Opening Hours Monday to Sunday 10:00 – 23:30 hours + NYE to NYD extended from
23:30 to 01:30.
Conditions offered in support of the application as follows -     
a) General – all four licensing objectives (b, c, d and e)
The premises licence holder, DPS, management and staff will constantly assess any
risks to the licensing objectives. They will work in partnership with the authorities and
local people alike in this respect. The staff will be properly authorised, equipped, trained
and motivated in this task. There will be:
· A written notice of ‘authority’ record for all staff who sell alcohol
· Comprehensive training for staff in the main requirements of the Licensing Act 2003,
the specific measures and conditions in place to promote the Licensing Objectives and
the staff roles and responsibilities. Such records shall be available for inspection by the
responsible authorities.
· Contact details of the Designated Premises Supervisor available to staff and to the
authorities
· Alcohol sales will be primarily dependent upon and ancillary to the sale and supply of
food.
b) The prevention of crime and disorder
The management and staff will take all necessary steps to ensure that the premises
remain free from crime and disorder. This will include:
· Alcohol will not be permitted to be removed from the premises in open bottles or
containers
· Alcoholic products will be stored behind the manned counter and not within the reach
of the public.
· Staff being trained on security issues including how to identify and refuse service to
customers that are drunk or appear to be drunk.
· CCTV shall be provided in the form of a recordable system capable of providing
pictures of evidential quality and in all lighting conditions particularly facial recognition.
· Cameras shall encompass all ingress and egress to the premises and any internal
areas where the sale of alcohol occurs.
· CCTV equipment shall be maintained in good working order and correctly timed and
dated.
· Recordings will be available for a period of 28 days (suggest 30 days in line with ICO
statement relating to commercial CCTV) and handed (made available) to the police and
other responsible authorities upon (following reasonable) request.
· The recording equipment shall be of a digital hard drive or cloud based system and
shall be kept in a secure environment under the control of the premises licence holder
or other responsible named individual.
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c) Public safety
The management and staff will have an effective policy to promote public safety. The
DPS will liaise with the authorities to ensure that all aspects of public safety are adhered
to. The policy will include:
· Appropriate fire fighting equipment being installed and maintained at the premises and
staff trained in its use.
· The approved arrangements at the premises, including means of escape provisions,
emergency warning equipment, the electrical installation and mechanical equipment,
shall at all material times be maintained in good condition and full working order.
· The means of escape provided for the premises shall be maintained unobstructed,
free of trip hazards, be immediately available and clearly identified in accordance with
the plans provided.
d) The prevention of public nuisance
The management and staff are mindful of the need to reduce the impact of any
nuisance caused by the operation of the premises, will constantly assess any risks and
take immediate steps to eliminate the problem. The licence holder or their
representative will ensure as follows · The premises and public areas nearby are kept free from litter associated with the
operation of the business. A written record of premises checks shall be maintained and
will include the time and date of the checks, details of the person making them and the
results including any remedial action.
· Any noise, vibrations, smells, light pollution and any other potential nuisance is
monitored and kept to an acceptable level
· Notices will be displayed asking customers to be considerate of neighbours when
using the outside areas and when they leave the premises, and to dispose of waste
carefully and responsibly.
· No waste or recyclable materials, including bottles, shall be moved, removed from or
placed in outside areas between 2200hrs and 0800hrs on the following day
· The outside seating area shall not be used for licensable activity after 2200hrs on any
day. With exception of the designated smoking location and for purposes of access and
egress, the outside area shall cease to be used at 21.00 hours. After 21:00 hours, any
customers permitted to temporarily leave and then re-enter the premises to smoke must
be restricted to the designated smoking area marked on the premises plan. For the
purpose of this condition the licence holder or their representative shall ensure as
follows –
·        Between 21:00 hours and the time the premises closes to the public on that day
the area shall be checked a minimum of three times every hour.
·        A written record shall be made of the checks relating to the designated smoking
area and will include the time and date of the checks, details of the person
making them and the results including any remedial action.   
Between 18:00 hours and the time the premises closes to the public that day no
customer will be permitted to enter or leave the premises by means of the customer
entrance accessed from North Road.
e) The protection of children from harm
The business will be operated in such a way that reflects a commitment to be a
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responsible retailer. To protect children from harm there will be a policy of:
· Staff training will occur before a staff member is authorised to sell alcohol for the
business
· The age-verification policy will be one of Challenge 25. This will be specified in
promotional material, terms & conditions, within the premises and emphasised through
staff training.
· Anyone not looking 25 at the point of sale will be expected to prove that they have
turned 18. Acceptable ID will be a photo driving licence, passport, PASS accredited
proof of age card or other photo ID that is recommended for acceptance by the police or
other authorities.
· The premises will be promoted as family friendly and suitable for all ages.
· There will be no inappropriate promotions, activities or behaviour tolerated at the
premises that might put children at risk.
· Children and young people will be discouraged from congregating outside the
premises in the evening.
Checklist:
Please digest the already offered conditions against the proposed plans and proposed
timings. I will liaise with the applicants agent and feedback your concerns. If they agree
to include the extra measures I be back in touch to let you know and to ascertain
whether you are happy to avoid a hearing following their inclusion.
Kind regards,
Patrick   
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Appendix D - Revised plan
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